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Key Points

• Presence and degree
of CRS, alongside high
disease burden (≥
25% marrow blasts),
influence risk of ≥Gr3
AEs.

• Nonresponders who
developed CRS
experienced the
highest median
number of NC AEs.
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The tremendous success of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells in children and young

adults (CAYAs) with relapsed/refractory B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia is tempered by

toxicities such as cytokine release syndrome (CRS). Despite expansive information about

CRS, profiling of specific end-organ toxicities secondary to CAR T-cell therapy in CAYAs is

limited. This retrospective, single-center study sought to characterize end-organ specific

adverse events (AEs) experienced by CAYAs during the first 30 days after CAR T-cell

infusion. AEs graded using Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events were

retrospectively analyzed for 134 patients enrolled in 1 of 3 phase 1 CAR T-cell trials

(NCT01593696, NCT02315612, and NCT03448393), targeting CD19 and/or CD22. A total of 133

patients (99.3%) experienced at least 1 grade ≥3 (≥Gr3) AE across 17 organ systems, of

which 75 (4.4%) were considered dose- or treatment-limiting toxicities. Excluding

cytopenias, 109 patients (81.3%) experienced a median of 3 ≥Gr3 noncytopenia (NC) AEs.

The incidence of ≥Gr3 NC AEs was associated with the development and severity of CRS as

well as preinfusion disease burden (≥ 25% marrow blasts). Although those with complete

remission trended toward experiencing more ≥Gr3 NC AEs than nonresponders (median, 4

vs 3), nonresponders experiencing CRS (n = 17; 37.8%) had the highest degree of NC AEs

across all patients (median, 7 vs 4 in responders experiencing CRS). Greater understanding

of these toxicities and the ability to predict which patients may experience more toxicities is

critical as the array of CAR T-cell therapies expand. This retrospective study was registered

at www.clinicaltrials.gov as NCT03827343.
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Introduction

Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells have revolutionized the field of cancer therapy, especially for B-
cell malignancies. With the remarkable ability to overcome chemotherapeutic resistance in patients with
relapsed refractory (r/r) disease, this potent immunotherapy bestows cytotoxic T cells with major his-
tocompatibility complex–independent recognition of target antigens. Because of the extraordinary early
success, a growing number of CAR T-cell products are approved by the US Food and Drug
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Administration, with CD19-targeted tisagenlecleucel available for
children and adolescent young adults (CAYAs) and brex-
ucabtagene autoleucel for those aged ≥18 years after the prom-
ising outcomes of the ELIANA and ZUMA-3 trials respectively.1,2

Numerous other CAR T-cell constructs for pediatric patients with
hematologic and solid malignancies are currently in clinical trials.

As novel immunotherapeutic agents, CAR T cells can lead to dis-
ease eradication in the most challenging of cases but are marred
by considerable toxicities. Most notably, cytokine release syndrome
(CRS), characterized by high fevers, hemodynamic instability, and
pulmonary compromise and immune effector cell–associated
neurotoxicity syndrome (ICANS), which can include symptoms of
aphasia, altered mental status, weakness, and seizures, have been
well described.3-5 The incidence of CRS varies based on the CAR
construct and target antigen, but in pediatric B-cell acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), it has generally ranged from 70%
to 90%; and the incidence of ICANS also varies.6-10 The advent of
universal grading systems for both CRS and ICANS has allowed
for systematic recognition and reporting of these syndromes.3,5

Although these guidelines, with enriched detection and under-
standing of CRS and ICANS, have improved outcomes and
allowed for preemptive mitigation efforts, the extent of specific end-
organ toxicities, such as hepatic, renal, or gastrointestinal toxicities
that patients may experience with CAR T-cell therapy remains
unclear. Although there are increasing reports describing cardiac,
neurologic, and hematologic (coagulopathies and cytopenias)
toxicities and infectious events, a comprehensive profile of single
end-organ toxicities after CAR T-cell therapy, particularly for
CAYAs in early-phase trials is needed.8,11-17

As CAR T-cell trials expand in CAYAs, understanding the spectrum
of toxicities our patients face, determining who is at highest risk,
and identifying how to better predict and mitigate toxicities remain
critical priorities. We outline our findings based on the experience
in CAYAs with r/r B-ALL across 3 phase 1 CAR T-cell trials.

Methods

Study population

This was a retrospective analysis (NCT03827343) evaluating the
incidence of grade ≥3 (≥Gr3) AEs in the first 30 days after CAR T-
cell infusion in CAYA patients with r/r B-ALL. Eligible patients were
treated in 1 of 3 phase 1 CAR T-cell trials (NCT01593696 tar-
geting CD19, NCT02315612 targeting CD22, and
NCT03448393 targeting CD19/CD22) at the Pediatric Oncology
Branch of the National Cancer Institute from 2012 to 2020
(supplemental Figure 1A). Data cutoff date was 31 December
2020. The clinical trial design and outcome data across these 3
studies have been previously reported.7,8,18-20

Toxicity assessment

AEs ≥Gr3 occurring between day 0 and day 30 characterized by
attribution to therapy and/or underlying disease were prospectively
captured by 2 consistent data managers and graded using
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE)
version 4 (NCT01593696 and NCT02315612) and version 5
(NCT03448393; supplemental Table 1) at baseline (before lym-
phodepletion [LD]) and from initiation of LD chemotherapy to at
least 30 days after CAR T-cell infusion (see supplemental Methods
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for complete details of AE analysis). Attributions were assigned by
a consistent group of providers in real time during the conduct of
the clinical trials. This formed the data set that was used for this
retrospective analysis and accounted for interrater variability.

The primary cumulative analysis sought to capture the overall
toxicity incidence, incorporating recurrent events (eg, thrombocy-
topenia or hypokalemia) toward the total number of events per
patient. Select AE terms (eg, multiorgan failure) capturing dupli-
cative information were excluded. The secondary focused analysis
aimed to capture only the highest noncytopenia (NC) AE term per
event per patient over the 30-day period to characterize general
toxicities experienced. AEs designated as dose- or treatment-
limiting toxicities (DLTs/TLTs), as defined in the individual pro-
tocols, were identified as such. CRS was graded using American
Society for Transplantation and Cellular Therapy guidelines
(retrospectively applied to those treated before implementation of
consensus guidelines); however, AEs that comprised CRS,
including fever, hypotension and hypoxia, were accounted for
individually to capture the symptoms experienced.3 Similarly, neu-
rotoxicities were captured based on CTCAE terms because
ICANS grading was not established from the start of all 3 trials and
cannot be retrospectively applied. Disease response was deter-
mined on day 28 (± 4 days) using standard morphology and min-
imal residual disease flow–based analysis of bone marrow and
cerebrospinal fluid. Extramedullary sites and response were eval-
uated when indicated.

Statistical analysis

With the main aim of analyzing the cumulative set of AEs experi-
enced by patients, the primary analysis sought to describe the
median number of ≥Gr3 AEs per patient overall and per trial. After
categorization of individual ≥Gr3 AEs based on CTCAE and/or
clinically relevant categories (supplemental Table 2), the number of
≥Gr3 AEs were analyzed overall and by protocol to determine the
fraction of AEs attributed to each organ system, with a focus on
NC events (excluding neutropenia, anemia, and thrombocyto-
penia), given a degree of expected cytopenias due to underlying
disease and effects of LD chemotherapy. After initial descriptive
statistics, the median ≥Gr3 NC AEs were characterized across
preinfusion characteristics (eg, disease burden, prior therapies,
and demographics) and postinfusion outcome measures (eg, CRS
development, CRS severity, and response). The secondary
focused analysis was performed similarly, with additional details
described in the supplemental Methods.

AE data, patient demographics, and disease information were
loaded from Excel files into Python 3.9 for preprocessing and
statistical analysis. The “pandas” library was used to read and load
data, and “numpy” library was used for subsequent numerical and
statistical analyses (median, IQR [interquartile range], range, etc).
Additional statistical analyses were performed using SAS version
9.4 and GraphPad Prism 9.0.

A variety of statistical tests were used based on outcome or
characteristic of interest and presented without correction for
multiple comparisons because these results are intended to be
primarily descriptive; χ2 test and Mehta modification to Fisher exact
test were used for comparisons of baseline demographics, disease
status, and treatment history across trials, and Kruskal-Wallis and
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests were used for comparisons of
CAR AE ANALYSIS 5567
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continuous outcomes between groups. The number of ≥Gr3 NC
AEs across ordered categories (age and number of prior regimens)
were evaluated for statistical association, using Jonckheere-
Terpstra test for trends. Those factors found to be at least
potentially associated with ≥Gr3 NC AEs on univariate analysis
(approximate P ≤ .1) were included in a multivariable linear
regression analysis completed separately per trial. Baseline bone
marrow disease (based on flow cytometric analysis) was tested as
both a continuous and categorical variable in the multivariable
regression. Backward elimination was used to arrive at a final
model in which the remaining parameters had P < .05 when
considered jointly, and adjusted r2 was used for interpretation of
goodness of fit.

Results

Demographics

Demographics from 134 patients with r/r ALL were analyzed
(Table 1). The median age was 15.2 years (IQR, 9.4-21.2 years).
Patients were heavily pretreated, with a median of 5 prior lines of
therapy (IQR, 3-6), with patients on the CD22 CAR trial having
received more lines of prior therapy (median, 6; overall P = .0002).
Preceding immunotherapy exposure was high, including hemato-
poietic stem cell transplantation (56.7%), blinatumomab (32.8%)
or inotuzumab (17.2%), and CAR T cells (40.3%), and were more
Table 1. Demographics across trials

All Patients

All patients n = 134

Demographics

Median age*, (IQR) 15.2 (9.4-21.2) 13

Sex, male, n (%) 97 (72.3%) 4

Ethnicity, non-Hispanic, n (%) 94 (70.1%) 3

Race, White†, n (%) 96 (80.7%) 3

Prior therapy

Median number of prior cycles of therapy not
including HSCT (IQR)

5 (3-6)

Prior HSCT, n (%) 76 (56.7%) 2

Prior CAR, n (%) 54 (40.3%)

Prior blinatumomab, n (%) 44 (32.8%)

Prior inotuzumab, n (%) 23 (17.2%)

Disease status‡

No. of pts with ≥M2 marrow, % 91 (67.9%) 3

No. of pts with CNS2+, % 7 (5.2%)

No. of pts with EM§ disease, % 24 (17.9%)

Disease response‖
No. of pts with CR, % 88 (66.2%) 3

No. of pts with MRD-neg CR, % 77 (58.3%) 2

CNS2+, CNS involvement with some degree of blasts on cytospin; EM, extramedullary; HSCT
*Age at consent.
†Race total, n = 119; race was reported as unknown in 15 patients; non-White patients: Afric
‡Disease status before lymphodepleting chemotherapy.
§EM disease refers to sites of EMD outside the CNS.
‖One patient was not evaluable for minimal residual disease (MRD) analysis because of inabilit

death; CR (n = 133) and MRD (n = 132); both in the CD22 trial.
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frequently used in patients before enrolling in CD22 or CD19/
CD22 CAR T-cell trials than the CD19 trial. The majority had sig-
nificant disease burden, with more than two-thirds (67.9%) having
≥5% disease burden (≥M2) before CAR infusion. Of 134 patients,
133 were evaluable for response; 88 patients (66.2%) achieved a
CR, of whom 77 (87.5%) were negative for minimal residual dis-
ease. Response rates were comparable across trials.

Cumulative incidence of ≥Gr3 AEs

Across 134 patients, 133 (99.3%) experienced at least 1 ≥Gr3 AE
during the first 30 days after CAR infusion. With a total of 1719
individual ≥Gr3 AEs, each patient experienced a median of 10
(IQR, 4-19) ≥Gr3 AEs across 17 unique organ systems
(Figure 1A,B). Cytopenias (neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and
anemia) comprised the majority of the total ≥Gr3 AEs (n = 982;
57.1%), inclusive of recurrent events/patients.

Excluding cytopenias, 109 patients (81.3%) experienced
737 ≥Gr3 NC AEs, with a median of 3 ≥Gr3 NC AEs per patient
(IQR, 1-8; Figure 1A,C; supplemental Table 3). Restricted to NC
AEs, metabolic AEs made up 42.3% (n = 312) of AEs; followed by
hepatic toxicities accounting for 15.5% (n = 114); febrile neu-
tropenia, 15.5% (n = 114); and cardiovascular toxicities, 8.0% (n =
59). When limited to reporting the maximum grade NC AE per
event per patient (secondary analysis described later in the article),
108 patients (80.6%) experienced 457 ≥Gr3 NC AEs (Figure 1D).
CD19 CD22 CD19/CD22 P

n = 50 n = 68 n = 16 n/a

.5 (8.6-18.8) 15.8 (9.5-21.1) 20.5 (16.2-28.3) .02

1 (82%) 44 (64.7%) 12 (75%) .11

1 (62%) 52 (76.5%) 11 (68.8%) .23

6 (80%) 52 (82.5%) 8 (72.7%) .74

4 (2-5) 6 (4-7) 4.5 (3-7) .0002

2 (44%) 44 (64.7%) 10 (62.5%) .071

2 (4%) 45 (66.2%) 7 (43.8%) <.0001

4 (8%) 28 (41.2%) 12 (75%) <.0001

0 18 (26.5%) 5 (31.3%) .0002

1 (62%) 52 (76.5%) 8 (50%) .066

5 (10%) 2 (2.9%) 0 .15

4 (8%) 12 (17.6%) 8 (50%) .0007

1 (62%) 49 (73.1%) 8 (50%) .16

7 (54%) 42 (63.6%) 8 (50%) .45

, hematopoietic stem cell transplant; MRD, minimal residual disease; pt, patient.

an American, Asian, Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, and multirace.

y to obtain aspirate sample, and another was not evaluable for CR or MRD owing to early
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A
Patients Received CAR T-cell Therapy

(n = 134)

Median # �Gr 3 AEs (IQR)
10 (4-19)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
3 (1-8)

Responders (+CR)
n = 88

CD19
(n = 50)

CD19
7 (3-15)

CD22
13.5 (8.25-22)

CD19/22
5.5 (2.5-11.75)

CD19
3 (0-6)+ CRS

n = 104
– CRS
n = 30

CD22
5 (2-10)

CD19/22
1 (0-3.75)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
4.5 (1.25-9)

CD19
3 (0-8)

+ CRS
+ CR

n = 86

+ CRS
– CR

n = 17

– CRS
+ CR
n = 2

– CRS
– CR

n = 28

CD22
6 (2-10.75)

CD19/22
3 (0.5-4.5)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
4 (1-8.25)

CD19
3 (0-8)

CD22
5 (2-9.5)

CD19/22
3 (1-5)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
7 (4-11)

Non-responders (– CR)*
n = 45

CD19
5 (2.5-9)

CD22
9.5 (5-17.25)

CD19/22
2 (0-4)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
0.5 (0-1)

CD19
0

CD22
N/A

CD19/22
1

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
1 (0-3)

CD19
2 (0-4)

CD22
2.5 (0.25-3)

CD19/22
0 (0-1)

Median # �Gr 3 NC AEs (IQR)
1 (0-3)

CD19
2 (0-4)

CD22
2.5 (0.25-3)

CD19/22
0 (0-1)

CD22
(n = 68)

CD19/22
(n = 16)

D

Total = 457

Non-Cytopenia �Gr 3 AEs Highest per Patient

37.42% Metabolic
16.85% Hepatic
16.63% Febrile Neutropenia
9.41% Cardiovascular
5.91% Coagulopathy
3.28% Respiratory
2.63% Infection
1.97% Pain
1.97% Gl
1.75% Renal
1.09% Neurologic
0.66% Immunologic
0.22% Psychiatric
0.22% Musculoskeletal

F
# of � Grade 3 Non-cytopenia

AEs per patient
P = .22

P = .0010

P � .0001

P = .0002
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Total = 737

Non-Cytopenia Cumulative � Gr 3 AEs

42.33% Metabolic
15.47% Hepatic
15.47% Febrile Neutropenia
8.01% Cardiovascular
5.56% Coagulopathy
3.93% Respiratory
1.90% Gl
1.90% Infection
1.63% Renal
1.63% Pain
1.22% Neurologic
0.41% Immunologic
0.27% Psychiatric
0.27% Musculoskeletal

B
Cumulative � Gr 3 AEs

Total = 1719

25.19% Thrombocytopenia
19.31% Neutropenia
18.15% Metabolic
12.62% Anemia
6.63% Hepatic
6.63% Febrile Neutropenia
3.43% Cardiovascular
2.39% Coagulopathy
1.69% Respiratory
0.81% Gl
0.81% Infection
0.70% Renal
0.70% Pain
0.52% Neurologic
0.17% Immunologic
0.12% Psychiatric
0.12% Musculoskeletal

Figure 1. Incidence of ≥Gr3 AEs, overall and across trials. (A) Flow diagram of median and IQR of all ≥Gr3 overall and separated based on the trial, as well as ≥Gr3

NC AEs based on outcomes. *One patient was not evaluable for response owing to early death. (B) Pie graph of all ≥Gr3 AEs based on the system. (C) Pie graph of ≥Gr3 NC
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Of all ≥Gr3 AEs, 75 (4.4%) were considered DLTs or TLTs. A total
of 5 patients experienced a DLT, including 2 receiving CD19
(CRS), 2 receiving CD22 (diarrhea and hypoxia), and 1 receiving
CD1922 (encephalopathy with Gr3 ICANS).18-20 One patient
death occurred due to Gr5 adult respiratory distress syndrome.8

Additional TLTs after determination of the maximum tolerated
dose are listed in supplemental Table 4.

AEs across CAR T-cell trials

When stratified based on the trial (CD19 vs CD22 vs CD19/22),
the median number of ≥Gr3 AEs experienced per patient differed
substantially (7 vs 13.5 vs 5.5, respectively; P = .0007; Figure 1E);
patients in the CD22 CAR trial experienced a higher number of
overall and NC ≥Gr3 AEs (Figure 1F; supplemental Figure 1B).

AEs based on outcomes: CRS vs no CRS

Across 134 patients, 104 (77.6%) developed CRS. In those
experiencing CRS, there was a median of 4.5 (IQR, 1.25-9) ≥Gr3
NC AEs, compared with a median of 1 (IQR, 0-3) in the 30 patients
without CRS (P < .0001; Figure 2A). Notably, more than half
(56.7%) of the patients without CRS had at least 1 NC ≥Gr3 AE.
When stratified based on CRS severity (CRS Gr 1-2 vs Gr 3-4),
patients with CRS Gr 3 or 4 had a higher median number of ≥Gr3
NC AEs (medians, 3 vs 7, respectively; P = .0002; Figure 2B).
Relative proportions of ≥Gr3 NC AEs in those with and without
CRS are shown in Figures 2C,D. In patients who developed CRS
(n = 104), 93.1% of NC ≥Gr3 AEs occurred after CRS onset
(Figure 2E).

AEs based on outcomes: CR vs non-CR

Of 133 patients who underwent disease response evaluation, 88
(66.2%) achieved a CR (1 patient was nonevaluable for response
because of early death). Patients with CR trended toward having
more ≥Gr3 NC AEs per patient (4 [IQR, 1-8]) than nonresponders (3
[IQR, 0-5.5]; P = .10; Figure 3A). Of patients without CR, 32 (71.1%)
had at least 1 ≥Gr 3 NC AE. A total of 16 patients without CR
developed progressive disease, of whom 13 required initiation of
alternative chemotherapy before day +30, beginning at a median of
day +17. Among these 13, only 4 patients experienced any ≥Gr3 NC
AEs (5 AEs in total) between initiation of alternative therapy and
day +30, of whom 3 had CAR T-cell expansion, raising the possibility
that these AEs could have been CAR T-cell mediated.

AEs based on outcomes: CRS and response rates

Evaluating AEs across CRS and responses (Figure 1A), the high-
est degree of toxicity was experienced by nonresponders who
developed CRS. Nonresponders experiencing CRS (–CR/+CRS)
trended toward experiencing more ≥Gr3 NC AEs than those with
CRS who achieved a CR (+CR/+CRS) (median, 7 [IQR, 4-11] vs
4 [IQR, 1-8.3]; P = .07; Figure 3B). The degree of CRS in non-
responders was low, with 15 patients (88.2%) having Gr 1 or 2
CRS, similar to responders, in whom 66 (76.7%) had Gr 1 or
2 CRS (P = .29). Only 2 patients had a CR without experiencing
CRS, only 1 of whom had a single ≥Gr3 NC AE. Unsurprisingly,
Figure 1 (continued) AEs based on the system. (D) Pie graph of highest ≥Gr3 NC AEs p

Dot plot of the number of ≥Gr3 AEs (and ≥Gr3 NC AEs) per patient based on the trial, with

Mann-Whitney are represented as P values at the top of graphs, with Kruskal-Wallis comp
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among nonresponders, there were more ≥Gr3 NC AEs in patients
who had CRS (–CR/+CRS) than those who did not (–CR/–CRS)
(median, 7 [IQR, 4-11] vs median, 1 [IQR, 0-3], respectively; P <
.0001; Figure 3B). Evaluation of toxicities experienced by non-
responders revealed metabolic toxicities and febrile neutropenia to
be the most prevalent NC AEs (Figure 3C).

AEs in relation to preinfusion disease burden

Given the association of high disease burden with both CRS
severity and nonresponse,21,22 disease burden was evaluated in
relationship to the number of ≥Gr3 NC AEs overall (Figure 3D) and
across the 4 response categories (Figure 3E). Although the dif-
ference in ≥Gr3 NC AEs was minimal between patients with M1 (<
5% disease burden) and those with M2 (5%-25%) marrows
(median, 1 vs 2, respectively; P = .21), patients with an M3 (>25%
disease burden) marrow did develop significantly more NC AEs
(median, 5.5; P < .0001). Additionally, in patients with +CR/+CRS,
disease burden influenced the median number of ≥Gr3 NC AEs
(P < .0001). For patients with CRS without response (–CR/+CRS)
(n = 17), because only 2 patients had low-disease burden,
assessing the impact of disease on toxicity was limited. Lastly, in
those without CRS or response (–CR/–CRS) (n = 28), baseline
disease burden did not substantially affect the number of ≥Gr3 NC
AEs (P = .82). Interestingly, the 2 responding patients without CRS
(+CR/–CRS) both had an M1 marrow, and only 1 had a single
≥Gr3 NC AE. Collectively, although disease burden positively
correlated with greater ≥Gr3 NC AEs overall and in those
with +CR/+CRS, the relationship of disease burden and toxicity in
nonresponders warrants further study. The influence of disease
burden on ≥Gr3 NC AEs did not extend to the presence of non–
central nervous system (CNS) extramedullary disease (EMD) or
CNS disease, as neither had a statistical association with devel-
opment of ≥Gr3 NC AEs (Figures 4A,B).

AEs in relation to baseline demographics

There were no meaningful associations between patient demo-
graphics and toxicity, with ≥Gr3 NC AEs not differing across age
groups (<12, 12-17, and ≥18 years). However, there was a slight
trend toward greater number of AEs in those aged ≥18 years
(median, 5 vs 3 and 2 in the youngest and middle cohorts,
respectively; P = .13; Figure 4C). There were also no differences in
≥Gr3 NC AEs based on sex, ethnicity, or race, noting that because
of small numbers, race categories had to be combined for pur-
poses of analysis (Figure 4D-F).

AEs in relation to prior therapy

Prior lines of therapy did not associate with the degree of ≥Gr3 NC
AEs (P = .23; Figure 4G). Although prior hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation, prior CAR T-cell therapy, and blinatumomab
administration (Figures 4H-J) demonstrated no independent asso-
ciation with development of toxicities, receipt of prior inotuzumab
(n = 23) was associated with a higher median number of ≥Gr3 NC
AEs (median, 6 [IQR, 2-14] vs 3 [IQR, 1-6]; P = .012; Figure 4K).
Of note, <8% of ≥Gr3 NC AEs in patients who received prior
inotuzumab were hepatic toxicities (supplemental Figure 2A).
er patient per secondary analysis that excluded duplicate and overlapping terms. (E,F)

horizontal line representing the median per patient. Pair-wise rank comparisons using

arisons across all 3 trials to the right. GI, gastrointestinal.
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AEs attributed to underlying leukemia vs CAR T cells

Given the toxicity profile of those experiencing nonresponse, ≥Gr3
AEs were further stratified based on their attribution (disease vs
research vs LD, as described in supplemental Methods) to distin-
guish those attributed to underlying disease and not CAR T cells.
5572 SILBERT et al
Restricted to those AEs attributed to disease, there were
460 ≥Gr3 AEs (26.8%), of which 123 were ≥Gr3 NC AEs
(supplemental Figure 2B). Metabolic toxicities were the most
common, followed by febrile neutropenia and hepatic and cardio-
vascular toxicities.
26 SEPTEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 18
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Figure 4. Incidence of ≥Gr3 NC AEs in patients based on pre-CAR factors. (A) Dot plot of ≥Gr3 NC AEs in patients based on the presence of EM (extramedullary) disease.
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Evaluating predictors of ≥Gr3 NC AEs

After univariate analysis of preinfusion factors associated with
≥Gr3 NC AEs, a multivariable linear regression model was
26 SEPTEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 18
developed per protocol to determine the factors that may jointly
predict the development of ≥Gr3 NC AEs. This was performed
separately by protocol, given the difference in ≥Gr3 AE incidence
CAR AE ANALYSIS 5573
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across trials identified in the univariate analysis, reflecting inherent
differences across CAR T-cell constructs and accounting for
referral bias (ie, more heavily pretreated patients with CD19– dis-
ease were referred for CD22 CAR therapy).

Across protocols, only 1 consistent factor was predictive of the
number of ≥Gr3 NC AEs: the baseline disease burden. Disease
burden was considered for inclusion both as a categorical variable
(M1 vs M2 vs M3) and a continuous variable based on the per-
centage of disease burden via flow cytometry. Although the spe-
cific models are shown in Table 2, in addition to disease burden,
age and receipt of prior CAR showed some signal of influencing
≥Gr3 NC AEs, which warrants further study. The fit of these
models for CD19 and CD22 could be interpreted as being at least
marginally acceptable, with adjusted r2 values of 0.46 and 0.51,
respectively (supplemental Figures 3A,B).

Secondary focused analysis

Across the 457 ≥Gr3 NC AEs experienced by 108 patients
(80.6%) (Figure 1D), the median number of ≥Gr3 NC AEs was 3
(IQR, 1-5), with the majority experiencing at least 1 ≥Gr3 metabolic
event and 1 ≥Gr3 febrile neutropenia and nearly one-third devel-
oping at least 1 ≥Gr3 hepatic event (supplemental Table 3).

As shown in supplemental Table 5 and supplemental Figure 4A,B,
overall outcomes were comparable with those of the primary
analysis. Incidence varied based on the trial, with more events per
patient receiving CD22 CAR T cells than CD19 and CD19/22
(median, 4 vs 2 and 1, respectively; P < .0001). Univariate analysis
again showed that CRS incidence and severity as well as ≥25%
bone marrow disease were correlated with a higher number of
≥Gr3 NC AEs (supplementary Figure 4C-E). Notably, on second-
ary analysis, there was a greater degree of difference in the median
number of NC AEs in patients with CR vs no CR (median, 3 vs 2;
P = .037; supplementary Figure 4F). There were no other signifi-
cant differences in the univariate analysis between the secondary
and primary analyses (supplementary Figures 4G, 5A-K). Multivar-
iable linear regression also demonstrated the consistent impor-
tance of baseline disease burden in predicting the number of ≥Gr3
NC AEs (Table 2). The median duration of ≥Gr3 NC AEs per
patient was 2 days (IQR, 1-5 days; maximum, 25 days). The median
duration did differ based on the trial, with a higher duration of
Table 2. Multivariable linear regression

Protocol Primary cumulative analysis Seconda

CD19 0.20 × age + 0.034 × actual (0-99) marrow disease
level

Adjusted r2 = 0.46

0.94×(1, 2, or 3 de
2.33 (if EM disea

Adjusted r2 = 0.53

CD22 4.07×(1, 2, or 3 depending on marrow disease) −
3.87 (if prior CAR)

Adjusted r2 = 0.51

2.465×(1, 2, or 3 d
2.094 (if prior CA

Adjusted r2 = 0.58

CD1922 4.81 – 1.89×agecat + 1.16×(1, 2, or 3 depending
on marrow disease)

Agecat = 1 if <12 y
Agecat = 2 if 12-17 y
Agecat = 3 if ≥18 y
Adjusted r2 = 0.60

2.1207 – 2.5172 (if
depending on ma

Adjusted r2 = 0.65

5574 SILBERT et al
3 days per NC AE in both CD22 and CD19/22 trials (IQR, 1-6 and
1-5, respectively) compared with 2 days in the CD19 trial (IQR, 1-
3; P = .0006).

Discussion

With the advent of CAR T-cell therapies, CAYAs with r/r B-ALL are
subject to a new set of inflammatory toxicities not previously
associated with standard chemotherapy-based treatments. Partic-
ularly counterintuitive to chemotherapy-related toxicities, in which
AEs are not generally associated with response, experiencing
some inflammatory toxicities after CAR T cells is often desired and
frequently associates with efficacy. However, with early-phase
studies in which efficacy may be unknown and in patients with
multiply r/r disease who may be more prone to complications,
delineating the full spectrum of toxicities is imperative to under-
stand what patients may experience, especially as novel CAR T-cell
constructs are being developed. Although the capture, reporting,
and interpretation of AEs are imperfect and newer more subjective
tools such as patient reported outcomes (PROs) are rapidly
becoming the standard of care, AEs serve as a useful objective
measure of the degree of end-organ toxicity and morbidity experi-
enced in clinical trials.23-27 Accordingly, our study provides a
comprehensive characterization of end-organ toxicities experi-
enced by CAYAs with r/r B-ALL in the first 30 days after CAR T-cell
therapy.

Among 134 CAYAs with r/r B-ALL receiving a phase 1 CAR T-cell
construct, we found that most patients (n = 109; 81.3%) experi-
enced at least 1 ≥Gr3 NC AE, with a median of 3 ≥Gr3 NC AEs
across 14 unique categories of toxicity. In comparison with an adult
study of 60 patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma treated with
CD19 CAR T cells, Wudhikarn et al identified 289 cumulative
toxicities ≥Gr3 up to 1 year after infusion experienced by 53
patients (88.3%) patients, which, if equally distributed, would
amount to greater than 5 ≥Gr3 AEs per patient, establishing an
important foundation to understand the full spectrum of CAR T-cell
toxicities.28 Similarly, in the pediatric setting, a safety analysis of
137 patients receiving tisagenlecleucel in 2 phase 2 trials similarly
showed that the majority (77%) experienced at least 1 ≥Gr3 AE,
inclusive of cytopenias; whereas a study of a dual specificity CAR
with humanized anti-CD19 and anti-CD22 CAR in Europe
ry focused analysis Interpretation

pending on marrow disease) +
se)

Cumulative analysis: increasing age and marrow
disease are predictive of higher NC AEs

Focused analysis: presence of EM disease, rather
than age, and categorical marrow disease were
more accurate predictors

epending on marrow disease) −
R)

Cumulative analysis: higher marrow disease as a
categorical factor influences NC AEs, whereas
receipt of prior CAR decreases the number of
predicted NC AEs

Focused analysis: Same factors influence NC AEs
but to a lesser degree

age ≥18) + 0.7241× (1, 2, or 3
rrow disease)

Cumulative analysis: NC AEs are predicted based on
the categorical marrow disease; increased age
decreases the number of predicted NC AEs

Focused analysis: Same factors influence NC AEs
but to a lesser degree in secondary analysis
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demonstrated that 60% of children (9 of 15) experienced grade 3
or 4 toxicity by day 30.29,30

Understanding how CAR T-cell toxicities compare with standard
chemotherapy and/or alternative immunotherapy associated toxic-
ities remains of great interest and an important benchmark for
comparison of the toxicities that emerge from novel CAR T-cell
trials. Incorporation of AE reporting, primarily based on CTCAE,
across all clinical trials helps facilitate intertrial comparisons. For
example, in the phase 3 Children’s Oncology Group trial
AALL1331 (NCT02101853), which randomly assigned patients
with B-ALL to blinatumomab or standard chemotherapy after
induction for first relapse, the majority of CAYA patients (>80%
receiving blinatumomab and >90% receiving chemotherapy)
experienced at least 1 ≥Gr3 AE,31 suggesting a high incidence of
high-grade toxicities with standard regimens. Although individual
patient data were not provided, the majority of ≥Gr3 AEs were
cytopenias, with high rates of febrile neutropenia (58%), trans-
aminitis (alanine aminotransferase elevated; 41%), mucositis
(28%), and sepsis (27%) in the chemotherapy arm.

Although most data regarding CAR T-cell toxicities in CAYA have
emerged from experiences with CD19 targeting, recognizing that
toxicities may differ across constructs will be particularly critical as
the field expands. Accordingly, we identified that the degree of
toxicity differed based on the trials analyzed in our study, with
higher ≥Gr3 AEs and NC AEs in patients who received CD22
CAR T cells. With both higher incidence of CRS in the CD22 CAR
T-cell trial than in the 2 CD19-based trials and the predilection of
the CD22 CAR–treated population to have been more heavily
pretreated, multiple factors likely contributed to this finding.18

Patients receiving CD22 CAR T cells also experienced a greater
incidence of hemophagocytic lymphohistiocystosis–like toxicities
(recently defined as immune effector cell–associated hemopha-
gocytic lymphohistiocytosis–like syndrome),32 likely accounting for
the higher number of hepatic and coagulopathic AEs in this
trial.16,33

Not surprisingly, patients with CRS experienced more ≥Gr3 AEs
than those without CRS; the majority of ≥Gr3 NC AEs occurred
after CRS onset, suggesting that toxicities are highly associated
with cytokine driven inflammation. However, separating out which
end-organ toxicities occur as a direct sequela of CRS vs an
independent coexisting pathologic process remains challenging.
Because ≥Gr3 AEs also occurred in all 30 patients without CRS,
additional factors such as LD chemotherapy and progression of
underlying disease may contribute to the toxicity profile.

Aligned with the association of disease burden and CRS
severity,7,34 we found that leukemia involvement also influenced
development of ≥Gr3 AEs, with disease burden as the only
consistent predictor of ≥Gr3 NC AEs across all 3 trials, upon
multivariable analysis performed using both cumulative and
focused data sets. Although CNS disease and EMD did not
generally associate with an increase in ≥Gr3 NC AEs, we have
shown that site-specific involvement of EMD can be associated
directly with CAR T-cell toxicity.35 Although the focused multivari-
able analysis showed some correlation of EMD with toxicity after
CD19 CAR, among patients with EMD across trials, the overall
degree of CRS was mild (only 3 of 24 had CRS grade ≥3),
explaining fewer high-grade NC AEs overall. Thus, individual patient
26 SEPTEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 18
considerations and experiences remain critical, even when not
captured as a factor in a larger analysis.

Although the successes of CAR T cells have been widely
acknowledged, the experience of nonresponders has been criti-
cally limited in CAR T-cell literature. Given the poor overall survival
in nonresponders to tisagenlecleucel or alternative CD19 CAR T
cells, the degree of toxicities experienced without the benefit of
response has yet to be described.21,36,37 Unfortunately, our data
indicated that those who developed CRS in the absence of clinical
response had the highest degree of ≥Gr3 NC AEs. This finding
suggests that early disease assessment in patients with severe
CRS may be warranted to evaluate for disease progression as a
contributor to toxicity severity.38,39 Notably, the majority
(–CR, +CRS) had low grade (1-2) CRS, suggesting that higher
toxicity was not driven by CRS alone. Furthermore, when evaluating
toxicities in all patients attributable to underlying disease and not
CAR T cells, metabolic, febrile neutropenia, hepatic and cardio-
vascular events comprised the majority of ≥Gr 3 NC AEs identified.
This suggests that patients with underlying r/r B-ALL may experi-
ence toxicity due to the natural progression of their disease pro-
cess, independent of CAR T-cell infusion. Moreover, it is important
to acknowledge that in these early-phase dose-escalation trials,
rates of nonresponse were low because of the remarkable efficacy
of CAR T cells in B-cell malignancies; however, such responses
may not be assured with alternative CAR T-cell trials for other
diseases, highlighting the critical need to capture the experience of
nonresponders.

The granularity of this data begins to illustrate the full profile of
toxicities that CAYA patients experience after CAR T-cell therapy,
regardless of whether they experience CRS or have a clinically
meaningful response. Importantly, we show that toxicity profiles
may differ across constructs, which may link directly to both inci-
dence of CRS and characteristics of each unique CAR, an
important consideration as novel CAR T cells are tested in the
clinic. Understanding how CAR-associated toxicities compare with
those caused by standard chemotherapy (which has not worked in
our patients) is imperative, given the clear association of inflam-
matory toxicities with response, which is an entirely different
approach to chemotherapy-based strategies.5 This is a particularly
critical consideration when developing new CAR T-cell trials in
which the use of preemptive strategies for toxicity mitigation, which
is largely derived from experience with CD19 CAR T cells, may
have uncertain implications on the efficacy of novel CAR T-cell
constructs.

Because our analysis was limited to those toxicities experienced in
the first 30 days after CAR T-cell infusion, this study does not
provide insight into protracted findings or late onset toxicities, both
of which need to be studied in more detail. Furthermore, as a
referral center with variability in documentation of prior patient
histories, it was not feasible to analyze prior toxicities in relation to
post-CAR toxicities. Additionally, although age showed some cor-
relation in predicting NC AEs upon multivariable analysis, the
exclusion of infants and toddlers aged <3 years per the inclusion
criteria of our center likely skews this analysis. Future analyses of
toxicity based on age as well as cytogenetics are needed. Addi-
tionally, although inclusion of recurrent events in the cumulative
analysis, which was meant to provide a full picture of ≥Gr3 AEs,
might have inflated the degree of toxicity experienced, the focused
CAR AE ANALYSIS 5575
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analysis resulted in the same median number of events per patient,
with similar findings upon both univariate and multivariable ana-
lyses. Given the limitations of CTCAE reporting (recall bias, chart
abstraction errors, and over- and/or under-reporting)40,41 alongside
increasing data supporting the incorporation of PRO measures into
pediatric oncology trials, the importance of incorporating the
patient voice into toxicity assessments cannot be over-
emphasized.25 Accordingly, our center, along with others, have
recently begun to incorporate PROs into novel CAR T-cell trials for
CAYAs. Indeed, given the improvements in quality-of-life scores
seen across CAYA receiving tisagenlecleucel, these assessments
will be critical in further analyzing the risk-benefit ratios of these
novel therapies.42

Although our data provide a much-needed benchmark for end-
organ specific toxicities experienced by CAYAs in phase 1 CAR
T-cell trials for B-ALL, a critical next step is to develop a predictive
tool to determine which patients may be at highest risk of severe
end-organ toxicities after CAR T-cell therapy. Although our initial
multivariable analysis of pre-CAR characteristics suggests that
high disease burden predicts ≥Gr3 NC toxicities, incorporating
additional biologic correlatives (eg, endothelial markers) warrants
further study. Recently developed risk-scores in adults receiving
CAR T cells (eg, Modified EASIX and CAR-HEMATOTOX) incor-
porate biomarker-based models and need to be validated in chil-
dren.43,44 Understanding the impact of baseline comorbidities on
outcomes is similarly imperative, particularly given the extensive
prior therapy our patients might have received.45-47 Considering
the limited treatment options for patients seeking CAR T cells and
acknowledging that toxicities may be associated with clinical
response, it is essential to optimize strategies to reduce CAR T-
cell–associated toxicities in patients at high risk to improve overall
outcomes in responders and nonresponders alike.
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